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subject of heredity, but I also take the opportunity of asking
a fundamental question.
From time immemorial was taught the doctrine of separate

creations. Science in this century has taught the doctrine of
evolution from a single creation, the principal exponent
having been Darwin. Lord Kelvin and others bave suggested
that life originally came to this planet upon a meteorite in the
form of protoplasm. Haeckel and others have conceived that
the simplest form of the primordial.organism was a single cell
endowed with elementary vitality, the power of nutrition and
reproduction in the most rudimentary condition.
There is a wide gulf between expecting the offspring to be

born with all the characteristics of the parents at maturity,
and expecting the offspring to receive none of the impressions
acquired by progenitors; but would Dr. Archdall Reid kindly
enlighten us as to whence and how came all those innumerable
modifications or variations which distinguish man from the
original primordial cell from which evolution has developed
him without the influences of environment through eons of
ages P
I am ready to learn, and when this question is an3wered we

shall get along a little faster, and may hope to see again arise
an expectant school more in consonance with the very slow
but very certain vis medicatrix naturar so long recognised in
medicine.-I am, etc.,
October 3oth. JOHN F. J. SYKES.

THE SECTION OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY
AT PORTSMOUTH.

SIR,-The discussion on Fever following Delivery, opened
by Dr. H. R. Spencer, further supports the known facts
upon the pathology and etiology. As, however, prophylactic
measures cannot in every respect be always ensured, in view
of the wide range of etiology, so-called puerperal fever will
inevitably continue to occur, and hitherto can only be treated
upon a rational consideration of each respective case.
Though much was hoped to be obtained from the serum

treatment, the discussion shows that its employment has
not been attended with much success. Dr. Spencer states
that the Committee of the American Gynecological Society
showed that the mortality was 33 per cent. after its use in
cases in which streptococci were positively demonstrated.
He also mentioned that. of 6o cases of septic pyaemia observed
in the Berlin Women's Clinio, 32 died, i9 were cured, and in
9 the result was unknown. These are terrible records. More-
over, it is stated that the treatment is not free from danger,
death having apparently been caused by it. The evidence
thus derived from this discussion is instructive and should
become generally known to the profession.

Dr. Madden, in his paper upon the Treatment of Uterine
Cancer, points out the measures which may be adopted to
afford relief in inoperable advanced cases of the disease,
which unfortunately are so frequently seen for the first time
by the medical adviser. As an instance of this I may quote
the case of a stout, apparently healthy married woman, who
applied recently at the out-patient department of the
women's hospital in this town, complaining only of incon-
tinence of urine, which was found to be due to cancer, so
advanced as to have destroyed a portion of the cervix and
caused an opening into the bladder. Yet this women had
only thought it necessary to seek advicewhen she realisedthe
discomfiture from the dribbling of urine, having continued
nuptial relation with her husband. In advanced cervical
cancer, to relieve the feetid discharge, hbemorrhage, and pain,
also to prevent septic absorption, which materially aids in
bringing about the fatal issue, I have found tannate of mer-
cury with glycerine of great service applied daily by means of
absorbent wool tampons through a large-sized toughened glass
tube such as those of the late Dr. Aveling described in the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, April 26th, I879. After curetting
and removing any outgrowths, the application can generally
be carried out by the patient or an intell:gent friend. The
solution is made by adding to the tannin and glycerine of the
Britiuh Pharmacopwia, with or without dilution, mercury per-
chloride I to 500, and, if required, to further deodorise the
discharge 2 per cent. of lysol. If there be much pain mor-
phine may be added. On each removal of the tampon the
vagina should be irrigated with a warm solution of mercury
perchloride from I in3,ooo to Iins,oco. These solutions have the

furLher advantage of being inodorous, and effectually destroy-
ing the peculiar sickly fketor of uterine cancer.. Life is thus
prolonged and rendered endurable; indeed, the improvement
which is manifested is remarkable; some patients have even
stated that they believed they were cured. The tannin, irre-
spective of astringency, appears to have a special action on
ulcerated cancerous surfaces in arresting the progress.
Mercury has a powerful germicidal and alterative action so
desirable in the treatment of these cases. I have not known
salivation occur though continuously carried out, but for-
merly, when using the acid nitrate of mercury as an
escharotic, slight ptyalism occurred twice.
The consequences of syphilis are indeed very far-reaching,

and that it is an important factor in inducing many diseases
in women hitherto 'unassociated, or only in some instances
recently recognised, is ably shown in the paper by Dr. John
A. Shaw-Mackenzie. In considering the possible remote
association of cancer with syphilis, the following questions
have an important bearing:

i. Why should cancer be more common in the white races.
and more frequent in proportion to civilisation ?

2. Why more common in woman?
3. Why should it have a predilection for the genital organs,

especially the uterus ?
4. Why should the period of life influence the frequency of

malignant disease, also the morbid character, and the struc-
ture attacked?
These are facts not to be ignored in etiology.-I am, etc.,

JOHN A. LYCETT, M.D., M.R.C.P.,
Senior Surgeon Wolverhampton and

October x6th. District Hospital for Women.

POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS IN MEDICO-LEGAL
CASES IN SCOTLAND.

SIR,-In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of September 23rd
appeared an article on Post-mortem Examinations in Medico-
Legal Cases in Scotland. As I believe you are willing that
different views should be placed before your readers, will you
kindly permit me to offer some observations on the subject of
the article? The article opens with a somewhat alarming
statement, which if the situation were as serious as it is
stated to be, would surely, long ere this, have called for attention
on the part of those interested in criminal law reform. It runs
as follows: "The procedure adopted in recent years by the
Crown lawyers in Scotland with regard to the post-mortem
examinations in judicial cases is most unsatisfactory." If by
the word " recent " the writer means as far back as i868, then
I will not cavil at his term, but usually that word is
employed to designate an event nearer the present
time than the date I have given. What I desire
to point out is, that for over thirty years-I believe
close upon forty-the present practice has been in operation.
Public opinion, or legal, has never been excited upon the sub-
ject in question; and it was not until the winter of I893 that
even medical opinion was somewhat stirred by the subject
engaging the attention of the Faculty of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Glasgow, as your article fully narrates. Despite that
discussion and the ventilation of the subject, both in Parlia-
ment and in the press, it does not appear that even yet any
general desire for an alteration in the procedure has been
created, or that the Scottish legal authorities having the con-
duct of criminal cases deem it advisable or expedient to
change the practice. I took part in the discussions in the
Faculty at the time, and I have not seen or heard any valid
reason to change my views on the subject which I then ex-
pressed, and which I now desire to lay before your readers.

It appears to me that the movement having for its object to
secure the presence of professional persons on behalf of an
accused person at a necropsy which is being conducted by the
Crown examiners began, and looks like to be continued, in an
entire misconception of the duties and position of these
officials. It would appear from the tenor of your article as if
these officials, who by the way are appointed by the sheriff of
the county, are ipsofacto biassed witnesses for the Crown, or,
in other words, are partisans for their employers, liable to
bring prominently forward anything that may inculpate and
repress what would exculpate. Throughout the previous dis-
cussion and, moreover, in your article it seems to be wholly
forgotten or unknown that the examiners are independent
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medical men, not appointed by or in any way under the
control of the Procurator-Fiscal who conducts all
criminal investigations, whose sole object it is to
arrive at the truth irrespective of the Crown or the
accused. To put it on the lowest possible plarle, as they are
in no way under the dictation of any legal official, there is no
temptation for them to act otherwise. Starting from this
point of view, it is not difficult to arrive at a reason why the
Crown has been actuated in laying down for the guidance of
the medico-legal examiners certain definite regulations anent
the exclusion of others than those named in the warrant for
the inspeetion of a body. Moreover, " accidents " have been
known to happen where interested persons have been present
at post-mortem examinations. Onehas onlyto cite the conduct
of Palmer in the famous Rugeley case. But, in addition, I
submit there are other obvious reasons why, in the interests
of justice, interested persons representing a side should be
excluded during the official investigation. Let it be assumed
-for the sake of argument that the Crown conceded the demand
that is made in your article, and that experts for the accused
were permitted to be present. What would be the likely re-
sults reasonably stated? It is asking more of human, or even of
medical human, nature than could successfully bear the stress
to expect that experts for the accused could enter upon their
task without unconsciously, if you will, assumiDg a biassed
or partisan position in favour of the accused. Facts ascer-
tained at the necropsy, and inferences therefrom, would tend
to be tinctured of the same colour, and it would become
difficult, if not indeed at times impossible, for the two sets of
examiners to proceed dispassionately with the examination,
or upon occasions to agree even as to facts. Assuming the
latter contingency, since these facts are to be laid before a
judge who knows little about surgery, and a jury that knows
less, who can decide regarding their presence or absence?
This sometimes happens in civil causes, and the deplorable
differences in medical evidence in these has given rise to
the suggestion that in the trial of such cases a medical
assessor should be appointed to assist in arriving at a
judgment, as, for example, in Admiralty and shipping
cases. Contemplate this contingency in a criminal
trial. I frankly admit that, in the above circum-
stances it would be impossible for the Crown examiners
to avoid sharing in similar bias or partisanship. arising out of
nothing else than the average "cussedness" of mankind.
Scenes in court, therefore, during the giving of testimony can
be better imagined than described. I believe that justice
would less likely be secured under the conditions asked for
than under the present, in which having no interest to serve
.than that of truth the Crown examiners can calmly proceed
with their inve.stigation and with the preparation of their
report.
Your article proceeds to state that:
The report of the inspectors instructed by the Crown is the only evi-dence ot the po8t-mortem examination that is, or can be, permitted at thetrial. At every other point the agent of the accused has been enabled

beforehand to test and examine the evidence relied on by the Crownagainst his client, and to prepare his defence, but in respect of the
medical evidence he can do nothing but accept whatever the Crown may
bring forward. Ualess there be, some omission or blunder in themedical report, very little can as a rule be extracted from it for
the benefit of the defence. No other observations nor alter-native opinions can be obtained. The prisoner's counsel can never
hope to break down this evidence, nor can he even effectually cross-examine upon it. It is obvious that this arrangement of medical testi-
mony puts an enormous power in the hands of the prosecution, and,unless a case breaks down in some other respect, must make strongly for
the'conviction of an accused person.
Now I would submit that the "whole truth and nothing

but the truth" is not comprehended in the preceding sen-
tences. In the first place, regarding the post-mortem examina-
tion, it would be more correct to say that while the report of
it usually forms the sole medical evidence, it is by no means
confined to the four walls of the report. The second para-
graph of the quotation unmistakably leads the reader
to believe that the medical reporters are hedged about
in some way different from the other witnesses in
the case. This is not so; as a matter of fact, the medical
reporters may be precognosced by counsel for the defence just
as are other witnesses, and their clear legal duty, if duly pre-
cognosced, is to put the defence in precisely the same posi-
tion respecting what they are prepared to say as the Crown;in like manner the Crown may, if it think fit, precognosce

witnesses for the defence. Respecting the medico-legal report!
itself, I pray your readers to take especial note of what fol-
lows. After the facts ascertained from the external and inl
ternal inspection of the body have been duly recorded in the
report, the reporters proceed to give their opinion of the cause
of death, adducing the reasons for the opinion so formed. In
the official document embracing suggestions for the medico-
legal examination of dead bodies which the Crown issues to
those appointed to this duty, it is stated:
The inspectors must deliver to the law authorities, and within two days

where no further examination is required, a distinct report containing their
opinion on the case, with the reasons 8uccinctly but clearly stated. They mast
understand that they cannot found their opinion on any facts represented to
have been ascertained by thenusel ve8 during the inspection which are not epecifled
in their notes.
(The italics are mine.) From the foregoing it will be apparent,
therefore, that counsel for the defence may have all the
material before him equally with the advocate-depute who
conducts the prosecution, whereby he can test the value
of the opinion arrived at by the examiners from the
facts of the necropsy, and the logical sequence of that
opinion from the reasons which are given, since all these
would be provided him in the precognitions of the examiners.
I am quite alive to the fact that, unless coached by a medico-
legal expert, counsel for the defence may not be able to
initiate at the trial a pertinent rebutting case; but assuming
that he has availed himself of his right to precognosce the
examiners-which no careful counsel would neglect to do-he
will have abundance of time to submit, if he think proper,
those precognitions to other medical men for critical scrutiny
and suggestions. In this way other observations or alterna-
tive opinions may be obtained. Neither is it right to say that
" prisoner's counsel can never hope to break down" the evi-
dence of the Crown examiners, nor that he cannot " effectually
cross-examine upon it," as has already been shown. From
my own experience I am able to point to cases where
prisoner's counsel upon the facts, opinions, and reasons
of the Crown examiners contained in their reports,
have been able to break down the inculpatory case, and that
even in the major charge of murder. f venture to submit
that the reason why in the bulk of cases the evidence of the
Crown reporters is unassailed, is the justness and truth of
their conclusions. As a matter of experience the weakest part
of a medical report which is capable of being successfully
attacked is usually the opinion derived from the facts and the
reasons offered for the opinion. This is the part to which a
medico-legal critic would first look for evidence of weakness
or irrelevancy. But it ought to be borne in mind that
in the bulk of cases the conditions found upon the dead
body are such that a careful investigator can readily
discover, and concerning which there can be no reasonable
difference of opinion; hence it is difficult to conceive a
well-founded reason for the demand contained in your
article. I fear that it has been taken too much for
granted that the opinion of the examiners in the average
case falls to be formulated from pathological conditions more
or less obscure, instead of lesions which are only too well-
marked and definite. Moreover, the law of England does not
differ much in the above respect from the law of Scotland.
The former, indeed, offers less protection to the accused than
the latter. The facts revealed in a necropsy performed on a
coroner's warrant may afterwards figure in a capital charge
against a prisoner, sinee it is quite competent for a coroner,
under 6 and 7 Will. IV, cap. 89, s. Ir, to name one medical
examiner only in the warrant, wlhereas in Scotland, where
inculpation of a person is to be founded upon medical evi-
dence derived from the inspection of a body, such inspection
must be made by two medical inspectors, and the report
signed by them both.-I am. etc.,

JOHN GLAISTER,
Regius Professor of Forensic Medicine; Medico-Legal

Examiner in Crown Cases in Glasgow.
University of Glasgow.

THE CLEANSING OF SURGEONS' HANDS.
SIR,-On reading Mr. Thomas's note on A Reliable Washing

Tap for Operation Rooms in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
of October 21st 1 was struck with the view expressed in the
sentence "The most popular practice of washing hands is
that of doing so in hand basins.. it is not in accordance with
the elementary principles of removing surgical dirt...because
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